Prosecution Rests in Hancock
Trial
June 25, 2015, DeWitt, NY: Four concerned citizens are on
trial before Judge Joseph Zavaglia in the DeWitt Town Court
for their action at Hancock Drone Base, a suburb of Syracuse,
NY, on April 28, 2013. The four are Jules Orkin
of Bergenfield, NJ, Ellen Barfield of Baltimore, MD, Beverly
Rice, and Joan Pleune of NYC.
Jury selection was yesterday. The jury of six and two
alternates, were chosen from the Town of DeWitt. One of
the jurors said he thinks Edward Snowden should
be executed and that weaponized drones are good.
The Assistant District Attorney, Peter Hakes started his case
today, with only one witness taking the stand. After a full
day of questioning of the witness, Chief Master Sergeant
Ramsey, the prosecution rested their case.
The four defendants are facing four charges, Obstruction of
Governmental Administration, Trespass, and two Disorderly
Conducts. If found guilty the activists could be sentenced to
a year.
On April 28, 2013, 31people were arrested as they tried to
bring to the base an image of what a drone strike could look
like. The defendants participated in the action.
The Upstate Coalition to Ground the Drones and Stop the
Wars along with colleague organizations Veterans For Peace and
the Granny Peace Brigade to which the defendants belong,
believe the killing is immoral and illegal, violating the
United Nations Charter, and international treaty laws
which under Article 6 of the US Constitution are part of the
supreme law of the United States and supercede local and
Federal law.

Since 2010 anti-drone activists have experienced nearly 200
arrests and numerous jail sentences at Hancock for
scrupulously-nonviolent protests, as part of a national
campaign to resist drones at a number of bases.
The trial will continue with the defense starting it’s case on
Friday morning. Please come support the defendants.
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